Secondary Sources

**A. Bibliographies** (alphabetically)

1. *ABELL* (online through 1997). Includes one secondary source.

2. *Academic Search Premier* (online). Includes a few primary and secondary sources, but not exhaustive.

3. *EJC* (online). Includes one secondary source.

4. *JSTOR* (online). Includes one full-text secondary source.

5. *LRC* (online). This is a reprint of Feinberg’s entry in the online database *Contemporary Authors Online* (The Gale Group, 2001). It includes a short biography, a list of Feinberg’s book-length works, and a short list of reviews and scholarly articles, but not exhaustive.

6. *MLAIB* (online). The most comprehensive, albeit not exhaustive, bibliography of secondary sources in both English and foreign languages.

7. *OCLC FirstSearch* (online). Includes a fairly comprehensive list of primary sources and a few secondary sources.

**B. Serial/Genre/National/Period/Topical Bibliographies** (alphabetically)


[Includes entries for *Stone Butch Blues*, *Transgender Liberation*, and *Transgender Warriors* with a brief commentary and short biography of the author.]

4. *IFGE Synchronicity Bookstore Bibliography.*

   <http://www.ifge.org/books/bookstore_bibliography.htm>.  [Includes two Feinberg entries.]

5. *The National Transgender Library and Archives* (online).

   <http://www.gender.org/ntgla/index.html>.  [Lists holdings of The National Transgender Library and Archives at The University of Michigan's Hatcher Graduate Library. Includes most of Feinberg's works.  Julie Herrada, Curator, Labadie Collection, 7th Floor, Hatcher Graduate Library, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1205, 734/764-9377 (voice), 734/764-9368 (FAX), e-mail jherrada@umich.edu].

C. Journals and Newsletters

1. Leslie Feinberg is not the subject of any journal or newsletter.

D. Bibliography of Studies Published (alphabetically)


E. Law Review Articles (alphabetically)


7. Brown, Shana. "Sex Changes and 'Opposite-Sex' Marriage: Applying the Full Faith and Credit Clause to Compel Interstate Recognition of Transgendered Persons' Amended


23. Kogan, Terry S. "Intersections of Race, Ethnicity, Class, Gender and Sexual Orientation:
Transsexuals and Critical Gender Theory: The Possibility of a Restroom Labeled 'Other'.


F. Interviews (chronologically beginning with most recent)


"Transgendered Warriors: An Interview with Leslie Feinberg." Interview with Gary Bowen.


“Making Connections.” *Screaming Hyena* Spring, 1996.


**Reference Works**